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Intents and services

The canonical Android application comprises Activity and View objects on the
front end and Intent and Service objects on the back end. As we discussed in
chapter 3, activities are roughly comparable to UI screens, and views are UI compo-
nents. When a user interacts with a screen, that screen usually represents a task,
such as display a list of choices and allow selection, gather information through
form input, or display graphics and data. Once each screen is finished with its indi-
vidual job, it usually hands off to another component to perform the next task. 

 In Android terms, “hand off to another component” is done with an Intent. We
introduced this concept and term in chapter 1, and we saw some limited amounts
of Intent-related code in our examples in chapter 3. In this chapter we are going
to expand on the details, including looking more closely at what exactly an Intent
is and how it is resolved and matched with an IntentFilter. Along the way we will
complete the RestaurantFinder application we started in chapter 3, finishing up

This chapter covers:
■ Working with intents and intent filters
■ Listening in with broadcast receivers
■ Building Services
■ Performing Inter-Process Communication and AIDL
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the code and elaborating on the Intent classes involved. RestaurantFinder uses
Intent objects internally, to go from Activity to Activity, and also calls on intents
from Android built-in applications—to phone a restaurant, map directions to a restau-
rant, and visit a restaurant review web page. 

 After we complete the RestaurantFinder application, we will move on to another
sample application in this chapter—WeatherReporter. WeatherReporter will make use
of the Yahoo! Weather API to retrieve weather data and display it, along with weather
alerts, to the user on the Android platform. Through the course of the Weather-
Reporter application we will exercise intents in a new way, using a BroadcastReceiver
and a Service. 

 A BroadcastReceiver, as the name implies, also deals with intents but is used to
catch broadcasts to any number of interested receivers, rather than to signal a particu-
lar action from an Activity. Services are background processes, rather than UI
screens, but they are also invoked with a call to action, an Intent. 

 Lastly in this chapter, in relation to services, we will examine the Android mecha-
nism for making Inter-Process Communication (IPC) possible using Binder objects
and the Android Interface Definition Language (AIDL). Android provides a high-
performance way for different processes to pass messages among themselves. This is
important because every application runs within its own isolated process (for security
and performance purposes, owing to the Linux heritage of the platform). To enable
communication between components in different processes, something services often
need to do, the platform provides a path via a specified IPC approach. 

 The first thing we need to cover is the basic means to perform an action from
within any component; this means focusing on Intent details.

4.1 Working with Intent classes
Intent classes are the communications network of the applications on the Android
platform. In many ways the Android architecture is similar to larger Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) approaches in that each Activity makes a type of Intent call to
get something done, without knowing exactly what the receiver of the Intent may be. 

 In an ideal situation you don’t care how a particular task gets performed; rather,
you care that it is done and is completed to your requirements. That way, you can
divide up what you need to get done at a particular time—your intent—and concen-
trate on the problem you are trying to solve, rather than worrying about specific
underlying implementation details.

 Intent classes are late binding, and this is one of the things that makes them a bit
different from what you might be used to. This means they are mapped and routed to
a component that can handle a specified task at runtime rather than at build or com-
pile time. One Activity tells the platform, “I need a map to Langtry, TX, US,” and
another component, one the platform determines is capable, handles the request and
returns the result. With this approach, individual components are decoupled and can
be modified, enhanced, and maintained without requiring changes to a larger appli-
cation or system.
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 With that concept and the advantages the design intends in mind, here we will
look at exactly how an Intent is defined in code, how an Intent is invoked by an
Activity, how Intent resolution takes place using IntentFilter classes, and some
intents that are built into the platform ready for you to take advantage of.

4.1.1 Defining intents 

Intents are made up of three primary pieces of information—action, categories, and
data—and include an additional set of optional elements. An action is simply a String,
as is a category, and data is defined in the form of a Uri object. A Uri is a generic URI
(as defined by RFC 3986) which includes a scheme, an authority, and optionally a path
(you will find out more about these parts in the next section). Table 4.1 lays out all of
the components of an Intent object.

Intent definitions typically express a combination of action, data, and attributes such
as category. This designation is used by the system as a sort of language to resolve
exactly which class should be used to fill the request. 

 When a component such as an Activity wants to call upon an Intent, it can do so
in one of two ways:

■ Implicit Intent invocation
■ Explicit Intent invocation

An implicit Intent invocation is one in which the platform determines which compo-
nent is the best to run the Intent. This happens through a process of Intent resolution
using the action, data, and categories. We will explore this resolution process in detail
in the next section. An explicit Intent invocation is one in which the code directly spec-
ifies which component should handle the Intent. Explicit invocation is done by spec-
ifying either the Class or ComponentName of the receiver (where ComponentName is a
String for the package and a String for the class). 

Table 4.1 Intent elements and description

Intent
element

Description

Extras Extra data to pass to the Intent that is in the form of a Bundle

Component Specifies an explicit package and class to use for Intent, optional, normally 
inferred from action, type, and categories

Type Specifies an explicit MIME type (as opposed to being parsed from a URI)

Category Additional metadata about Intent (for example, 
android.intent.category.LAUNCHER)

Data Data to work with expressed as a URI (for example, content://contacts/1)

Action Fully qualified String indicating action (for example, 
android.intent.action.MAIN)
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 To explicitly invoke an Intent, you can use the following form: Intent(Context ctx,
Class cls). With this approach you can short-circuit all the Android Intent-resolution
wiring and directly pass in an Activity or Service class reference to handle the Intent.
While this approach is convenient and fast, and therefore sometimes arguably appropriate,
it also introduces tight coupling that may be a disadvantage later.

 In listing 4.1 we show the final portion of the ReviewDetail Activity from the
RestaurantFinder sample application. This listing shows several implicit Intent invo-
cations. (We began this application in chapter 3; the first half of this class is shown in
listing 3.6.)

@Override
public boolean onMenuItemSelected(int featureId, MenuItem item) {
    Intent intent = null;         
    switch (item.getItemId()) {
        case MENU_WEB_REVIEW:
            if ((this.link != null) && !this.link.equals("")) {
                intent = new Intent(Intent.ACTION_VIEW,
                    Uri.parse(this.link));                    
                startActivity(intent);                        
            } else {
                new AlertDialog.Builder(this)
                    setTitle(getResources()
                    .getString(R.string.alert_label))
                    .setMessage(R.string.no_link_message)
                    .setPositiveButton("Continue",
                        new OnClickListener() {
                    public void onClick(DialogInterface dialog,
                        int arg1) {
                    }
                }).show();
            }
            return true;
        case MENU_MAP_REVIEW:
            if ((this.location.getText() != null) 
                     && !this.location.getText().equals("")) {
                intent = new Intent(Intent.ACTION_VIEW, 
                       Uri.parse("geo:0,0?q=" +
                    this.location.getText().toString()));
                startActivity(intent);
            } else {
                new AlertDialog.Builder(this)
                .setTitle(getResources()
                .getString(R.string.alert_label))
               .setMessage(R.string.no_location_message)

                .setPositiveButton("Continue", new OnClickListener() {
                    public void onClick(DialogInterface dialog,
                        int arg1) {
                    }
                }).show();
            }

Listing 4.1 Second portion of the ReviewDetail, demonstrating Intent invocation

B Declare an Intent

Set Intent for 
web menu item

C

D
Use 
StartActivity(intent)

E
Set Intent for 
map menu item
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            return true;
        case MENU_CALL_REVIEW:
            if ((this.phone.getText() != null) 
                     && !this.phone.getText().equals("")
                     && !this.phone.getText().equals("NA")) {
                String phoneString =
                    parsePhone(this.phone.getText().toString());
                intent = new Intent(Intent.ACTION_CALL,
                    Uri.parse("tel:" + phoneString));
                startActivity(intent);
            } else {
                new AlertDialog.Builder(this)
                .setTitle(getResources()
                .getString(R.string.alert_label))
                .setMessage(R.string.no_phone_message)
                .setPositiveButton("Continue", new OnClickListener() {
                    public void onClick(DialogInterface dialog,
                        int arg1) {
                    }
                }).show();
            }
            return true;
        }
        return super.onMenuItemSelected(featureId, item);
    }    

The Review object that the ReviewDetail Activity displays to the user contains the
address and phone number for a restaurant and a link to the full online review. Using
this Activity the user can choose, through the menu, to display a map with direc-
tions to the restaurant, call the restaurant, or view the full review in a web browser. To
allow all of these actions to take place, ReviewDetail uses built-in Android applica-
tions, through implicit Intent calls.

 First, an Intent class instance is initialized to null B, so it can later be used by the
various menu cases. Then, if the MENU_WEB_REVIEW menu button is selected by the user,
we create a new instance of the Intent variable by passing in an action and some data C.
For the action we are using the String constant Intent.ACTION_VIEW. The value of this
constant is android.app.action.VIEW, a fully qualified String including the package
so as to be unique. The Intent class has a host of constants like this that represent com-
mon actions, for example, Intent.ACTION_EDIT, Intent.ACTION_INSERT, and Intent.
ACTION_DELETE. Various activities and services use these same values when they declare
they support a particular Intent (and you can reuse these constants, too, where appli-
cable; see the Android Javadocs for a complete list of what is available: http://
code.google.com/android/reference/android/content/Intent.html).

 After the action is declared, the data comes into play. In this case we are using
Uri.parse(link) to specify a Uri (where link is an HTTP URL). The parse(String
s) method simply parses the parts of a URI and creates a Uri object. This Uri is used
in the resolution process we will cover next. Basically, the type can be derived from the
Uri, or else the scheme, authority, and path themselves can be used. This allows the
correct component to answer the startActivity(Intent i) request D and render

F
Set Intent for 
call menu item
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the resource identified by the Uri. As you can see, we haven’t directly declared any
particular Activity or Service for the Intent; we are simply saying we want to VIEW
http://somehost/somepath. This is the late-binding aspect in action. When it comes
to a web URL, it’s pretty obvious how this works, but the same concept is applied in
Android with many other built-in data types (and you can define your own when nec-
essary, as you shall see).

 The next menu item ReviewDetail handles is for the MENU_MAP_REVIEW case,
where we see the Intent reinitialized to use the Intent.ACTION_VIEW again, but this
time with a different type of Uri being parsed: "geo:0,0?q=" + street_address E.
This combination of VIEW and geo scheme invokes a different Intent, this time within
the built-in maps application. And finally, we see the MENU_MAP_CALL case, where the
Intent is reinitialized again, this time to make a phone call using the Intent.
ACTION_CALL and the tel: Uri scheme F. 

 Through those simple statements, our RestaurantFinder application is using implicit
Intent invocation to allow the user to phone or map the restaurant selected or to view
the full review web page. These menu buttons are shown in the screen shot in figure 4.1. 

 To get the menu buttons on the ReviewDetail activity of the RestaurantFinder sam-
ple application to work, we did not have to code all the functionality ourselves; we simply
had to leverage the existing applications Android provides by telling the platform our
intentions. Those last steps complete the
RestaurantFinder application, which
can now search for reviews, allow the
user to select a particular review from a
list, display a detailed review, and use
additional built-in applications to find
out more about a selected restaurant.

 You will learn more about all of the
built-in apps and action-data pairs in
section 4.1.3. Now we turn our focus to
more detail on the Intent-resolution
process, where we will uncover more
about Intent action and data.

4.1.2 Intent resolution 

Three types of Android components can register to be Intent handlers: Activity,
BroadcastReceiver, and Service. These components typically register with the plat-
form to be the destination for particular intent types using the <intent-filter> ele-
ment in the AndroidManifest.xml file, as we have seen. 

 Each <intent-filter> element is parsed into an IntentFilter object. When a
package is installed on the platform, the components within are registered, including
the Intent filters. Once the platform has a registry of Intent filters, it basically knows
how to map any Intent requests that come in to the correct installed Activity,
BroadcastReceiver, or Service.

Figure 4.1 The menu buttons on the 
RestaurantFinder sample application, 
used for invoking respective intents
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 When an Intent is requested, resolution takes place through the registered filters,
using the action, data, and categories of the Intent. There are two basic rules about
matching Intent to IntentFilter that you should be aware of:

■ The action and category must match. 
■ If specified, the data type must match, or the combination of data scheme and

authority and path must match.

In the next few sections we will explore these aspects in greater detail, as they are par-
amount to understanding how Intent classes work. 
ACTION AND CATEGORIES

The action and category parts are pretty simple. These boil down to String objects,
one for the action, potential multiples for the categories. If the action is not specified
in the IntentFilter, it will then match any action coming from an Intent (all actions
work). With categories, the IntentFilter is a superset. An IntentFilter can have
additional categories beyond what an Intent specifies to match but must have at least
what the Intent specifies. Also, unlike with an action, an IntentFilter with no cate-
gories will match only an Intent with no categories (it is not treated as a wildcard). So
first, action and category specifications have to match. 

 Before we move on to the next matching component, data, it’s important to under-
stand that data is optional. You can work with action and category alone, and in many
cases that suffices. This is, for example, the technique we used in the ReviewList
Activity we built in chapter 3. There the IntentFilter was defined (in the manifest
XML), as shown in listing 4.2.

<activity android:name="ReviewList" android:label="@string/app_name"> 
  <intent-filter>                                   
    <category android:name="android.intent.category.DEFAULT" />
    <action android:name="com.msi.manning.restaurant.VIEW_LIST" />
  </intent-filter>
</activity>

To match the filter declared in listing 4.2, we used the following Intent in code
(where Constants.INTENT_ACTION_VIEW_LIST is the String com.msi.manning.

restaurant.VIEW_LIST): 

Intent intent = new Intent(Constants.INTENT_ACTION_VIEW_LIST);   
startActivity(intent);   

NOTE The DEFAULT category designation on an Activity means that the
Activity should be present as an option for the default action—center
button press—for a particular type of data. This is usually specified in an
IntentFilter, but it does not typically need to be present in an Intent
(the filter will still match; categories are a superset).

Listing 4.2 Manifest declaration of ReviewList Activity with intent-filter 
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DATA

After the action and categories are resolved,
Intent data comes into play. The data can be
either an explicit MIME type or a combina-
tion of scheme, authority, and path. Either of
these data forms can be derived from a Uri.
The Uri shown in figure 4.2 is an example of
using scheme, authority, and path. 

 As opposed to scheme, authority, and path, using an explicit MIME type within a
Uri looks like the following:

content://com.google.provider.NotePad/notes

You might reasonably ask how this is differentiated from scheme/authority/path,
because those elements are really still there. The answer is the content:// scheme.
That indicates a type override to the platform. The type itself is defined in the mani-
fest of the package supplying the content provider. We will look at more details con-
cerning content providers later in this chapter. 

 When IntentFilter classes are defined, they set the boundaries for what they will
match in terms of type, scheme, authority, and path. A somewhat convoluted resolu-
tion path follows:

1 If scheme is present and type is not present, intents with any type will match.
2 If type is present and scheme is not present, intents with any scheme will match.
3 If neither scheme nor type is present, only intents with neither scheme nor type

will match.
4 If an authority is specified, a scheme must also be specified.
5 If a path is specified, a scheme and authority must also be specified.

The majority of times what you are matching will be fairly straightforward, but as you
can see, with these rules and multiple levels of authorities and schemes, it can get
complicated. To boil down Intent resolution, think of Intent and IntentFilter as
separate pieces of the same puzzle. When you call an Intent in an Android applica-
tion, the system resolves the Activity or Service (or BroadcastReceiver) to handle
your request through this resolution process using the action, categories, and data
(type or scheme, authority, and path) provided. The system searches all the pieces of
the puzzle it has until it finds one that meshes with the one you have just handed it,
and then it snaps those pieces together to make the late-binding connection. 

 A more involved example of this matching is shown in figure 4.3. There you can
see that an IntentFilter is defined with an action, the default category, and a combi-
nation of scheme and authority (leaving out the path so that any path will match). An
example of an Intent that would match this filter is also shown, in this case using a
Uri that is passed in by the next sample application we will build, WeatherReporter. 

 The IntentFilter shown in figure 4.3 matches with the action, category, and
data (extracted from the Uri passed in) of the Intent being used. This Intent and
filter come from the next sample application we are going to begin working on, a

weather:// com.msi.manning/loc?zip=12345

scheme authority path

Figure 4.2 The portions of a URI that are used 
in Android, showing scheme, authority, and path
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weather-reporting and -alerting application.
This application will carry us through the
remaining concepts in this chapter and into
the next. 

4.1.3 Matching a custom URI

The concept behind WeatherReporter, the
next sample application we will build, is that
it will make use of the Yahoo! Weather API to
retrieve weather data and display it to the
user on the Android platform. Optionally
this application will also alert users of severe
weather for locations they have indicated
they are interested in (based on either the
current location of the device or the speci-
fied postal code). 

 Within this project you will see how a cus-
tom URI can be defined and registered with a
matching Intent filter to allow any other
application to invoke a weather report
through an Intent. (Defining and publish-
ing an Intent in this way allows other applica-
tions to easily use our application.) When
complete, the main screen of the WeatherRe-
porter application will look like what is shown
in figure 4.4.

IntentFilter

 <intent-filter>
     <action android:name="android.intent.action.VIEW" />
     <category android:name="android.intent.category.DEFAULT" />
     <data android:scheme="weather" android:host="com.msi.manning" /> 
</intent-filter>

Intent

intent = new Intent(Intent.ACTION_VIEW,
   Uri.parse("weather://com.msi.manning/loc?zip=12345"); 

Figure 4.3 Example Intent and IntentFilter matching 
using a filter defined in XML

Figure 4.4 The main screen in the sample 
WeatherReporter application showing the 
weather forecast for the current location 
and a check box to indicate whether alerts 
should be enabled
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 To begin this application we first have to cover basics, such as the manifest file.
Although we have already explored manifest files in previous chapters, here we will fill
in details for this application, and we will further reinforce how Intent filters are
defined in XML. The manifest for WeatherReporter is shown in listing 4.3. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
    <manifest xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
      package="com.msi.manning.weather">
        <application android:icon="@drawable/weather_sun_clouds_120"
          android:label="@string/app_name"
          android:theme="@android:style/Theme.Black"
          android:allowClearUserData="true">

        <activity android:name="ReportViewSavedLocations"
          android:label="@string/app_name_view_saved_locations" />

        <activity android:name="ReportSpecifyLocation"
          android:label=
            "@string/app_name_specify_location" />                        

        <activity android:name="ReportViewDetail" 
          android:label="@string/app_name_view_detail">                
            <intent-filter>
                <action android:name="android.intent.action.VIEW" />
                <category android:name="android.intent.category.DEFAULT" />
                <data android:scheme="weather"
                  android:host="com.msi.manning" />
            </intent-filter>
            <intent-filter>
                <action android:name="android.intent.action.VIEW" />
                <data android:scheme="weather"
                  android:host="com.msi.manning" />
            </intent-filter>
            <intent-filter>
                <action android:name="android.intent.action.MAIN" />
                <category android:name=
                  "android.intent.category.LAUNCHER" />
            </intent-filter>
        </activity>

        <receiver android:name=".service.WeatherAlertServiceReceiver">
            <intent-filter>
                <action android:name=
                  "android.intent.action.BOOT_COMPLETED" />
            </intent-filter>
          </receiver>

        <service android:name=".service.WeatherAlertService" />

    </application>

    <uses-permission
      android:name="android.permission.RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED" />
    <uses-permission
      android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION" />

    <uses-permission android:name=

Listing 4.3 The Android manifest file for the WeatherReporter application 

Define
activities

B

Define a receiver C

Define a 
service

D

Include necessary permissions E
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      "android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION" />                       
    <uses-permission  

android:name=
      "android.permission.ACCESS_LOCATION_EXTRA_COMMANDS" />         
    <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET" />

</manifest>

In the WeatherReporter manifest we have three activities defined B. The most inter-
esting is the ReportViewDetail Activity, which we will show a portion of in listing 4.4.
This Activity has multiple Intent filters defined that match it, including one denoting
it is the MAIN LAUNCHER, and one with the weather://com.msi.manning scheme and
authority shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3. This is the custom URI our application supports. 

 You can use any combination of scheme, authority, and path—as we have here—or
you can use an explicit MIME type. We will find out more about MIME types and how
they are processed in chapter 5, where will look specifically at how to work with data
sources and use an Android concept known as a ContentProvider.

 After these activities we use the <receiver> element in the manifest file to refer to
a BroadcastReceiver class C. We will uncover what a BroadcastReceiver is all about
in section 4.2, but the important part for now is that an <intent-filter> is also used
here to associate an Intent—in this case for the BOOT_COMPLETED action. With this
association we are telling the platform to invoke the WeatherAlertServiceReceiver
class after the boot-up sequence is completed. 

 In our manifest we also have a Service definition D. You will see how this Service
is built, and how it is used with our WeatherReporter application to poll for severe
weather alerts in the background, in section 4.3. The last thing in our manifest is a
series of permissions the application requires E. 

 With the foundation for our sample application in place via the manifest, the next
thing we need to look at is the onStart method of main Activity WeatherReporter
will use, which is shown in listing 4.4. This is where data from the Uri that matches the
Intent filter is parsed and used to display a weather report. 

@Override
public void onStart() {
    super.onStart();
    this.dbHelper = new DBHelper(this);
    this.deviceZip = WeatherAlertService.deviceLocationZIP;

    if ((getIntent().getData() != null) 
          && (getIntent().getData().getEncodedQuery() != null)
          && (getIntent().getData().getEncodedQuery().length() > 8)) {
        String queryString = 
            getIntent().getData().getEncodedQuery();
        this.reportZip = queryString.substring(4, 9);
        this.useDeviceLocation = false;
    } else {
        this.reportZip = this.deviceZip;
        this.useDeviceLocation = true;

Listing 4.4 onStart method of the ReportViewDetail Activity 

Include necessary permissions E

Establish 
database helper

B Get device 
location 
postal code

C

D
Parse 
Intent data
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    }

    this.savedLocation = this.dbHelper.get(this.reportZip);
    this.deviceAlertEnabledLocation =
        this.dbHelper.get(DBHelper.DEVICE_ALERT_ENABLED_ZIP);

    if (this.useDeviceLocation) {
        this.currentCheck.setText(R.string.view_checkbox_current);
        if (this.deviceAlertEnabledLocation != null) {
            this.currentCheck.setChecked(true);         
        } else {
            this.currentCheck.setChecked(false);        
        }
    } else {
        this.currentCheck.setText(R.string.view_checkbox_specific);
        if (this.savedLocation != null) {
            if (this.savedLocation.alertenabled == 1) {
                this.currentCheck.setChecked(true);       
            } else { 
                this.currentCheck.setChecked(false);      
            }
        }
    }
    loadReport(this.reportZip);
}    

The complete ReportViewDetail Activity can be obtained by grabbing the source
code in its entirety from http://www.manning.com/UnlockingAndroid. In the por-
tion of the class shown in listing 4.4, the onStart method, we are focusing on parsing
data from the Uri passed in as part of the Intent that invokes the Activity.

 First in this class snippet we are establishing a database helper object B. This will
be used to query a local SQLite database that stores user-specified location data. We
will show more about how data is handled in general, and the details of this helper
class, in chapter 5. 

 In this method we are also obtaining the postal code of the current device location
from a LocationManager in the WeatherAlertService class (defaulting to 94102, San
Francisco, CA) C. This is significant because it’s important to understand that we
want our application to be location-aware. We want the location of the device (wher-
ever it is) to be the default weather report and alert location. As the user travels with
the phone, this location should automatically be updated. We will cover more about
location and LocationManager in chapter 11. For now, note that the device location is
returned to us here as a postal code.

 After obtaining the device location, we move on to the key aspect of obtaining Uri
data from an Intent. We are parsing the Uri passed in to obtain the queryString and
embedded postal code to use for the user’s specified location D. if this location is
present, we use it; if not, we default to the device location postal code.

 Once we have determined the postal code to use, we move on to set the status
of the check box that indicates whether or not alerts should be enabled for the loca-
tion being displayed E. We have two kinds of alerts: one for the device location
(wherever that location may be at a given time) and another for the user’s specified
saved locations. 

E
Set status of 
alert-enabled 
check box

E
Set status of 
alert-enabled 
check box

Load weather reportF
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 Finally, we call the loadReport method, which is used to make the call out to the
Yahoo! Weather API to obtain data, and then we use a Handler to send a Message to
update the needed UI View elements F. These details are not shown in this code por-
tion, because we are focusing on Intent handling in this section, but the pattern is
the same one used in previous listings. 

 The key with this Activity is the way it is registered in the manifest to receive
weather://com.msi.manning intents and then parses the path of the URI for data.
This allows any application to invoke this Activity without knowing any details other
than the URI. This is the separation-of-responsibilities pattern the Android platform
design encourages at work (the late binding).

 Now that you’ve seen the manifest and pertinent details of the main Activity class
for the WeatherReporter application we will be building in the next few sections, and
we have covered a good bit about how Intent and IntentFilter classes work
together to wire up calls between components in general, we will take a look at some
of the built-in Android applications that work the same way. These enable you to
launch activities by simply passing in the correct URI.

4.1.4 Using Android-provided activities

Another way to get a feel for how Intent resolution works in Android and how URIs
are used is to explore the built-in Activity support. Android ships with a very useful
set of core applications that provide access via the formats shown in table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Common Android application Intent action and Uri combinations and the purpose of each

Action Uri Description

Intent.ACTION_VIEW geo:latitude,longitude Opens the maps application to the 
specified latitude and longitude

Intent.ACTION_VIEW geo:0,0?q=street+address Opens the maps application to the 
specified address

Intent.ACTION_CALL tel:phone_number Opens the phone application and 
calls the specified number

Intent.ACTION_DIAL tel:phone_number Opens the phone application and 
dials (but does not call) the speci-
fied number

Intent.ACTION_DIAL voicemail: Opens the phone application and 
dials (but does not call) the voice-
mail number

Intent.ACTION_VIEW http://web_address Opens the browser application to 
the specified URL

Intent.ACTION_VIEW https://web_address Opens the browser application to 
the specified URL

Intent.ACTION_WEB_SEARCH plain_text Opens the browser application and 
use Google Search
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Using the actions and URIs shown in table 4.2, you can hook into the built-in maps
application, phone application, or browser application. These powerful applications
are very easy to invoke using the correct Intent. We used several of these in the last
chapter with our RestaurantFinder application. Android also includes support for
another construct, the ContentProvider, which also uses a form of a URI to provide
access to data. You will learn more about this system, which is what exposes the con-
tacts and media parts of the Android system, in chapter 5. 

 By comparing the actions and URIs for the built-in Android applications, you can
get a feel for the fact that some applications use a Uri that is parsed into a type (con-
tacts, media), and others use the scheme, or scheme and authority, or scheme and
authority and path—the various ways to match data discussed in section 4.1.2. 

 With a handle on the basics of resolution and a quick look at built-in intents out of
the way, we need to get back to our WeatherReporter sample application. The next
thing we will discuss is another usage for the Intent concept, namely, using a
BroadcastReceiver.

4.2 Listening in with broadcast receivers
Another way to use an Intent involves sending a broadcast to any interested receiver.
There are many reasons an application may want to broadcast an event; for example,
when an incoming phone call or text message is received. In this section we will take a
look at how events are broadcast and how they are captured using a BroadcastReceiver.

 Here we will continue working through the WeatherReporter sample application
we began in the previous section. One of the most important parts of the Weather-
Reporter application will be its ability to display alerts to the user when severe weather
is in the forecast for a location where the user has indicated interest. We will need a
background process that checks the weather and sends any needed alerts. This is
where the Android Service concept will come into play. We won’t be creating the
actual Service class until section 4.3, but we need a way to get the platform running
the Service as soon as it boots up, and this is where we will use an Intent broadcast.

4.2.1 Overloading the Intent concept

As you have seen, Intent objects are used to go from Activity to Activity in an
Android application. While this is the main use of intents in Android, it is not the only
one. Intents are also used to broadcast events to any configured receiver using one of
several methods available from the Context class, as shown in table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 Methods for broadcasting intents

Method Description

sendBroadcast(Intent intent) Simple form for broadcasting an Intent.

sendBroadcast(Intent intent, String 
receiverPermission)

Broadcasts an Intent with a permission String 
that receivers must declare to receive the broadcast.
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When broadcasting intents you are basically reusing the Intent concept to send an event
in the background. Though the Intent class is used, it is used differently than when
invoking foreground Activity paths. A broadcast Intent does not invoke an Activity
(though a BroadcastReceiver can do so after the event is received, if necessary). 

 Another important aspect with Intent broadcasts is how permissions are handled.
When you broadcast an Intent, you can optionally specify a permission. Permissions are
something we addressed in chapter 1. They basically are String declarations that can
be used when making a broadcast that require receivers to declare the same permission. 

 Broadcasting an Intent itself is fairly straightforward; you use the Context object
to throw it on the wire, and interested receivers will catch it. Android provides a set of
platform-related Intent broadcasts that use this approach. When the time zone on
the platform changes, when the device completes booting, or when a package is
added or removed, for example, the system broadcasts an event using an Intent.
Some of the specific Intent broadcasts the platform provides are shown in table 4.4. 

sendStickyBroadcast(Intent intent) Broadcasts an Intent that hangs around a short 
time after it is sent so that receivers can retrieve 
data. Applications using this must declare the 
BROADCAST_STICKY permission. 

sendOrderedBroadcast(Intent 
intent, String receiverPermission)

Broadcasts an Intent call to the receivers one-
by-one serially. 

sendOrderedBroadcast(Intent 
intent, String receiverPermission, 
BroadcastReceiver resultReceiver, 
Handler scheduler, int initialCode, 
String initialData, Bundle 
initialExtras)

Broadcasts an Intent and gets a response back 
by implementing your own BroadcastReceiver 
for the broadcast (and passing it in). All receivers 
can append data that will be returned in the 
BroadcastReceiver. When using this method, 
the receivers are called serially.

Table 4.4 Provided Android platform broadcast actions

Action Description

ACTION_TIME_TICK Sent every minute to indicate that time is ticking 

ACTION_TIME_CHANGED Sent when the user changes the time on the device

ACTION_TIMEZONE_CHANGED Sent when the user changes the time zone on the device 

ACTION_BOOT_COMPLETED Sent when the platform completes booting 

ACTION_PACKAGE_ADDED Sent when a package is added to the platform 

ACTION_PACKAGE_REMOVED Sent when a package is removed from the platform

ACTION_BATTERY_CHANGED Sent when the battery charge level or charging state changes

Table 4.3 Methods for broadcasting intents (continued)

Method Description
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The other half of broadcasting events is the receiving end. To register to receive an
Intent broadcast, you implement a BroadcastReceiver. This is where we are going
to implement a receiver that will catch the platform-provided BOOT_COMPLETED
Intent in order to start the weather alert service we will create for the Weather-
Reporter application. 

4.2.2 Creating a receiver

Because the weather alert Service we want to create needs to be running in the back-
ground whenever the platform itself is running, we need a way to start it when the
platform boots. To do this, we will create a BroadcastReceiver that listens for the
BOOT_COMPLETED Intent broadcast.

 The BroadcastReceiver base class provides a series of methods that allow for get-
ting and setting a result code, result data (in the form of a String), and an extras Bun-
dle. In addition, there are a series of lifecycle-related methods that correspond to the
lifecycle events of a receiver; you will learn more about these as we progress through
this section. 

 Associating a BroadcastReceiver with an IntentFilter can be done in code or in
the manifest XML file. Once again the XML usage is often easier and thus more com-
mon. This is the way we did it for WeatherReporter in listing 4.3, where we associated
the BOOT_COMPLETED broadcast with the WeatherAlertServiceReceiver class. This
class is shown in listing 4.5.

public class WeatherAlertServiceReceiver extends BroadcastReceiver {

    @Override
    public void onReceive(Context context, Intent intent) {              
        if (intent.getAction().equals(Intent.ACTION_BOOT_COMPLETED)) {
            context.startService(new Intent(context,
                WeatherAlertService.class));
        } 
    }
}

When creating your own Intent broadcast receiver you extend the BroadcastRe-
ceiver class Android provides B and implement the abstract onReceive(Context c,
Intent i) method C. Within this method we are starting the WeatherAlertService.
This Service class, which we will create next, is started using the Context.start-
Service(Intent i, Bundle b) method D. 

 Keep in mind that receiver class instances have a very short, specific lifecycle. When
the onReceive(Context c, Intent i) method is complete, the instance and process
that invoked the receiver are no longer needed and may be killed by the system. Because
of this, you can’t perform any asynchronous operations in a BroadcastReceiver, such
as binding to a Service or showing a dialog. Alternatively, you can start a Service, as
we have done here, and leave it running in the background. (Binding to a Service is
different than starting one; we will cover this distinction in the next section.) 

Listing 4.5 The WeatherAlertServiceReceiver BroadcastReceiver class 

DStart WeatherAlertService

C
Override

onReceive

BExtend BroadcastReceiver
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 Now that our receiver is starting the WeatherAlertService, which will run in the
background and warn users of severe weather in the forecast with a Notification-
based alert, we need to delve into the realm of the Android Service concept itself.

4.3 Building a Service
In the typical Android application you create Activity classes and move from screen
to screen using Intent calls. This is the approach we introduced in chapter 1 and
used in other previous chapters. This works for the canonical Android screen-to-
screen foreground application but is not applicable for a longer-running background
process—for that you need a Service.

 The Service we will work with here is the WeatherAlertService we sent an
Intent request for in the WeatherAlertServiceReceiver in listing 4.4. This Service
sends an alert to the user when there is severe weather in a location in which the user
has indicated an interest. This alert will be displayed in any application, in the form of
a Notification, by the background Service if severe weather is detected. The notifi-
cations we will send are shown in the screen shot in figure 4.5.

One key aspect of Android Service classes we need to cover prior to jumping in and
implementing one is their dual-purpose nature. Something like the duality of man
(you know, the “Jungian Thing”); services lead a double life.

4.3.1 Dual-purpose nature of a Service

In Android a Service is intended to serve two purposes: running a background task
or exposing a remotable object for Inter-Process Communication (IPC). We will
explore both of these purposes for a Service in turn. Although we are going to build
separate Service instances for each purpose, you can also build one Service that
serves both purposes, if needed. 

Figure 4.5
The Notification-based alert the 
WeatherAlertService displays 
to the user when severe weather is 
detected in the forecast
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 A background task is typically a process that does not involve direct user interac-
tion or any type of UI. This of course is a perfect fit for polling for severe weather. As
far as exposing a remotable object for IPC, we will see how that works, and why it is
necessary, in section 4.4.1. There we will build another Service that walks through
creating and exposing a remotable object. 

 As we have already discussed briefly, and we will explain more about here as we go,
a Service can either be started or bound or both. Starting a Service relates to the
background task aspect. Once started, a Service runs until it is explicitly stopped
(you will learn more about this in section 4.4, where we discuss the overall lifecycle of
a Service). Binding to a Service involves using a ServiceConnection object to con-
nect and get a remotable reference.

 Creating the WeatherAlertService itself, which serves the first type of Service
purpose and enables our background weather checks, is where we will focus next.

4.3.2 Creating a background task Service

The WeatherAlertService background task-focused Service, which is started when the
device is booted via the BroadcastReceiver previously discussed, is shown in listing 4.6.

public class WeatherAlertService extends Service {

    private static final String LOC = "LOC";
    private static final String ZIP = "ZIP";
    private static final long ALERT_QUIET_PERIOD = 10000;
    private static final long ALERT_POLL_INTERVAL = 15000;

    public static String deviceLocationZIP = "94102";

    private Timer timer;
    private DBHelper dbHelper;
    private NotificationManager nm;

    private TimerTask task = new TimerTask() {
        public void run() {
            List<Location> locations = dbHelper.getAllAlertEnabled();
            for (Location loc : locations) {
                WeatherRecord record = loadRecord(loc.zip);
                if (record.isSevere()) {
                    if ((loc.lastalert +
                      WeatherAlertService.ALERT_QUIET_PERIOD) 
            < System.currentTimeMillis()) {
                        loc.lastalert = System.currentTimeMillis();
                        dbHelper.update(loc);
                        sendNotification(loc.zip, record);
                    }
                }
            }

            . . . device location alert block omitted for brevity
        }
    };

    private Handler handler = new Handler() {
        public void handleMessage(Message msg) {

Listing 4.6 WeatherAlertService class, used to register locations and send alerts 

Extend ServiceB

Define 
constants for 
polling intervals

C

Get locations with
alerts enabled

D

E
Fire alert 
if severe
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            notifyFromHandler((String) msg.getData()
               .get(WeatherAlertService.LOC), (String) msg.getData()
               .get(WeatherAlertService.ZIP));
        } 
    };

    @Override
    public void onCreate() {
        this.dbHelper = new DBHelper(this);
        this.timer = new Timer();
        this.timer.schedule(this.task, 5000,
            WeatherAlertService.ALERT_POLL_INTERVAL);
        this.nm = (NotificationManager)
          getSystemService(Context.NOTIFICATION_SERVICE);
    }

   . . . onStart with LocationManager and LocationListener \
           omitted for brevity

    @Override
    public void onDestroy() {
        super.onDestroy();
        this.dbHelper.cleanup();
    }

    @Override
    public IBinder onBind(Intent intent) {
        return null;                               
    }

    private WeatherRecord loadRecord(String zip) {
        final YWeatherFetcher ywh = new YWeatherFetcher(zip, true);
        return ywh.getWeather();
    }

    private void notifyFromHandler(String location, String zip) {      
        Uri uri = Uri.parse("weather://com.msi.manning/loc?zip=" + zip);
        Intent intent = new Intent(Intent.ACTION_VIEW, uri);
        PendingIntent pendingIntent = 
        PendingIntent.getActivity(this, Intent.FLAG_ACTIVITY_NEW_TASK, 
            intent,PendingIntent.FLAG_ONE_SHOT);
        final Notification n = 
            new Notification(R.drawable.severe_weather_24, 
                 "Severe Weather Alert!", 
               System.currentTimeMillis());
        n.setLatestEventInfo(this, "Severe Weather Alert!", 
            location, pendingIntent);
        this.nm.notify(Integer.parseInt(zip), n);
    }

    private void sendNotification(String zip, WeatherRecord record) {
        Message message = Message.obtain();
        Bundle bundle = new Bundle();
        bundle.putString(WeatherAlertService.ZIP, zip);
        bundle.putString(WeatherAlertService.LOC, record.getCity() 
          + ", " + record.getRegion());
        message.setData(bundle);
        this.handler.sendMessage(message);
    }
}

F
Call notify method 
from handler

Set up databaseG

Set up notification 
manager

H

Clean up database 
connection

I

Return null 
from onBind

J

1) Load a 
weather 
record

Include helper for handler 1!

Include helper for
notification

1@
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The first thing of note in the WeatherAlertService class is the fact that it extends
Service B. This is the same approach we have seen with activities and receivers:
extend the base class, implement the abstract methods, and override the lifecycle
methods as needed. 

 After the initial class declaration a series of member variables is defined. The first of
these are constants that represent intervals for polling for severe weather and a quiet
period C. These are significant because we have set a very low threshold for polling dur-
ing development—severe weather alerts will spam the emulator often because of this
setting. In production this would be throttled back to once every 6 or 12 hours or such. 

 Next is a TimerTask variable that we will use to do the polling and get all of the
user’s saved locations that have alerting enabled, through a database call D. We will
learn the specifics of using a database in Android in the next chapter, where we will
finish out the WeatherReporter application and focus on data; here we are going to
stay on track with our Service discussion. 

 Once we have the saved locations, we parse each one and load the weather report.
If the report shows severe weather in the forecast, we update the time of the last alert
field and call a helper method to initiate a Notification being sent E. After we pro-
cess the user’s saved locations, we get the device’s alert location from the database using
a special postal code designation. The process of polling and sending an alert is
repeated for the device current location—as opposed to saved specific locations—if the
user has this feature enabled. The device location itself is obtained via a LocationMan-
ager. We have omitted the device location–related details here to stay focused, but com-
plete details on Android location-related facilities are covered in chapter 11.

 After our TimerTask is set up, we have a Handler member variable. This variable will
be used later, using the same technique as in previous listings, to receive a Message object
that is fired from a non-UI-related thread and then react. In this case, when the message
is received, we call a helper method that instantiates and displays a Notification F.

 Beyond our member variables we come to the Service lifecycle methods that we have
overridden, starting with onCreate. Inside this method we set up our database helper
object G and a NotificationManager H. Again, we will cover data in the next chapter.
(Alert and notification details are specifically addressed in chapter 8.) After onCreate
we see onDestroy, which is where we clean up our database connection I. Service class-
es have these lifecycle methods so we can control how resources are allocated and deal-
located, similarly to Activity classes; in section 4.4.5 we will address this in more depth.

 After the lifecycle-related methods we implement the required onBind method J.
This method returns an IBinder, which is generally what other components that call
into Service methods use for communication. Service classes, as we discussed in sec-
tion 4.3.1, can serve two purposes: first to run background processes and second for
binding to enable IPC. Our weather alert Service is only performing a background
task, not enabling IBinder/Binder-based IPC. Therefore, this class returns a null for
onBind. We will delve into the binding and IPC aspect of a Service in section 4.4. 

 Next we see the implementations of our own helper type methods. First we have
loadRecord, which is where we call out to the Yahoo! Weather API via YWeather-
Fetcher 1). (How this works in terms of networking specifics will be covered in
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chapter 6.) Then we have sendNotification, which sets up a Message with location
details to pass into our earlier declared Handler 1!. The way this method uses the han-
dler ensures that processing time to get weather data doesn’t hang the main UI thread.
Lastly we see the notifyFromHandler method that is invoked from the Handler; this fires
off a Notification with Intent objects that will call back into WeatherReporter if the
user clicks on the Notification 1@.

Now that we have discussed what services are for, have created a Service class, and
have previously seen a service started via a BroadcastReceiver, we need to cover a bit
more detail about the IPC process in Android and other Service details related to it,
such as starting versus binding and lifecycle.

4.4 Performing Inter-Process Communication 
Communication between application components in different processes is made pos-
sible in Android by a specific IPC approach. This, again, is necessary because each
application on the platform runs in its own process, and processes are intentionally
separated from one another. In order to pass messages and objects between processes,
you have to use the Android IPC path.

 To begin exploring this path we are first going to build a small, focused sample
application to examine the means to generate a remote interface using AIDL, and
then we will connect to that interface through a proxy that we will expose using a Ser-
vice (the other Service purpose). Along the way we will expand on the IBinder and
Binder concepts Android uses to pass messages and types during IPC. 

4.4.1 Android Interface Definition Language 

Android provides its own Interface Definition Language that you can use to create
IDL files. These files then become the input to the aidl tool, which Android also
includes. This tool is used to generate a Java interface and inner Stub class that you
can, in turn, use to create a remotely accessible object. 

 AIDL files have a specific syntax that allows you to define methods, with return types
and parameters (you cannot define static fields, unlike with a typical Java interface). In

A warning about long-running services
We are starting a Service for our sample application here and then leaving it run-
ning in the background. Our service is designed to have a minimal footprint (when
the polling is tuned), but in general long-running services are strongly discouraged.
If your use case doesn’t require it, you should make sure to stop any services you
have started when your application exits. If you do require a long-running service,
you may want to give the user the option of using it or not (a preference). Services
are a bit of a paradox in this sense; they are for background tasks, but background
is not intended to mean forever. For more discussion on this topic see the Android
developers forum: http://groups.google.com/group/android-developers/browse_
thread/thread/fa2848e31636af70. 
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the basic AIDL syntax you define your package, imports, and interface just like you would
in Java, as shown in listing 4.7.

package com.msi.manning.binder;

interface ISimpleMathService {
    int add(int a, int b);               
    int subtract(int a, int b);        
    String echo(in String input);
}

The package B, import statements (of which we have none here), and interface C
constructs in AIDL are straightforward—they are analogous to regular Java. When you
define methods, you must specify a directional tag for all nonprimitive types with each
parameter (in, out, or inout). Primitives are allowed only as in and are therefore
treated as in by default (and thus don’t need the tag). This directional tag is used by
the platform to generate the necessary code for marshaling and unmarshaling
instances of your interface across IPC boundaries. It’s better to go in only one direc-
tion where you can, for performance reasons, so try to use only what you really need.

 In this case we have declared an interface named ISimpleMathService that
includes methods D that perform addition, subtraction, and echoing a String. This
is an oversimplified example, of course, but it does demonstrate the approach. 

 When using AIDL you also have to be aware that only certain types are allowed;
these types are shown in table 4.5.

 Once you have defined your interface methods with return types and parameters
with directional tags in the AIDL format, you then invoke the aidl tool to generate a

Listing 4.7 An example .aidl remote interface definition language file 

Table 4.5 Android IDL allowed types

Type Description
Import 

Required

Java primitives boolean, byte, short, int, float, double, 
long, char. 

No

String java.lang.String. No

CharSequence java.lang.CharSequence. No

List Can be generic; all types used in collection must be one of IDL 
allowed. Ultimately implemented as an ArrayList.

No

Map Can be generic, all types used in collection must be one of IDL 
allowed. Ultimately implemented as a HashMap.

No

Other AIDL interfaces Any other AIDL-generated interface type. Yes

Parcelable objects Objects that implement the Android Parcelable interface (more 
about this in section 4.4.3).

Yes

Define the packageB
Declare the interface nameC

Describe a methodD
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Java interface that represents your AIDL specification. From the command line you
can invoke [ANDROID_HOME]/tools/aidl to see the options and syntax for this tool.
Generally you just need to point it at your .aidl file, and it will emit a Java interface of
the same name. If you use the Eclipse plug-in, it will automatically invoke the aidl tool
for you (it recognizes .aidl files and invokes the tool). 

 The interface that gets generated through AIDL includes an inner static abstract
class named Stub that extends Binder and implements the outer class interface. This
Stub class represents the local side of your remotable interface. Stub also includes an
asInterface(IBinder binder) method that returns a remote version of your interface
type. Callers can use this method to get a handle on the remote object and from there
invoke remote methods. The AIDL process generates a Proxy class (another inner
class, this time inside Stub) that is used to wire up the plumbing and return to callers
from the asInterface method. The diagram in figure 4.6 depicts this IPC local/
remote relationship. 

 Once you have all of the generated parts involved, create a concrete class that
extends from Stub and implements your interface. You then expose this interface to
callers through a Service.

AIDL file

IWeatherAlertService.aidl

AIDL 
tool

Generated Java interface
IWeatherAlertService.java

Generated inner static abstract Stub
IWeatherAlertService.Stub

Generated inner static Proxy
IWeatherAlertService.Stub.Proxy

IWeatherAlertService asInterface(IBinder b)
IBinder asBinder()
boolean onTransact(int code, Parcel data, 
Parcel reply, int flags)

IWeatherAlertService.Stub
IWeatherAlertService asInterface(IBinder b)
IBinder asBinder()
boolean onTransact(int code, Parcel data, 
Parcel reply, int flags)

IWeatherAlertService.Stub.Proxy

addAlertLocation(String zip)
IWeatherAlertService

LOCAL object
Stub

Stub.asInterface() returns 
REMOTE object (Proxy)

onTransact()

REMOTE object
Proxy

Caller uses "asInterface" to 
get reference to a remote 
object - Proxy is returned

transact()

Figure 4.6 Diagram 
of the Android AIDL 
process
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4.4.2 Exposing a remote interface

The glue in all of the moving parts of AIDL that we have discussed up to now is the
point where a remote interface is exposed—via a Service. In Android parlance,
exposing a remote interface through a Service is known as publishing. 

 To publish a remote interface you create a class that extends Service and returns
an IBinder through the onBind(Intent intent) method within. The IBinder that
you return here is what clients will use to access a particular remote object. As we dis-
cussed in the previous section, the AIDL-generated Stub class (which itself extends
Binder) is usually used to extend from and return an implementation of a remotable
interface. This is usually what is returned from a Service class’s onBind method—and
hence this is how a remote interface is exposed to any other process that can bind to a
Service. All of this is shown in listing 4.8, where we implement and publish the
ISimpleMathService we created in the previous section. 

public class SimpleMathService extends Service {

    private final ISimpleMathService.Stub binder = 
      new ISimpleMathService.Stub() {                  
        public int add(int a, int b) {
            return a + b;
        }        
        public int subtract(int a, int b) {
            return a - b;
        }        
        public String echo (String input) {
            return "echo " + input;
        }            
    };

    @Override
    public IBinder onBind(Intent intent) {
        return this.binder;
    }
}

A concrete instance of the generated AIDL Java interface is required to return an
IBinder to any caller than binds to a Service. The way to create an implementation is
to implement the Stub class that the aidl tool generates B. This class, again, imple-
ments the AIDL interface and extends Binder. Once the IBinder is established, it is
then simply returned from the onBind method C.  

 Now that we have seen where a caller can hook into a Service and get a reference
to a remotable object, we need to walk through finishing that connection by binding
to a Service from an Activity. 

4.4.3 Binding to a Service

When an Activity class binds to a Service, which is done using the Context.
bindService(Intent i, ServiceConnection connection, int flags) method, the

Listing 4.8 A Service implementation that exposes an IBinder remotable object 

B
Implement the 
remote interface

Return an IBinder 
representing the 
remotable object

C
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ServiceConnection object that is passed in is used to send several callbacks, from the
Service back to the Activity. One significant callback happens when the binding pro-
cess completes. This callback comes in the form of the onServiceConnected (Compo-
nentName className, IBinder binder) method. The platform automatically injects
the IBinder onBind result (from the Service being bound to) into this method, mak-
ing this object available to the caller. We show how this works in code in listing 4.9. 

public class ActivityExample extends Activity {

    private ISimpleMathService service;            
    private boolean bound;        

    . . . View element declarations omitted for brevity   

    private ServiceConnection connection = new ServiceConnection() {
        public void onServiceConnected(ComponentName className, 
          IBinder iservice) {                 
              service = ISimpleMathService.Stub.asInterface(iservice);
              Toast.makeText(ActivityExample.this, 
                  "connected to Service", Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
              bound = true;
            }
        public void onServiceDisconnected(ComponentName className) {
            service = null;
            Toast.makeText(ActivityExample.this, 
                "disconnected from Service", Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
            bound = false;
        }
    };

    @Override
    public void onCreate(Bundle icicle) {
        . . . View element inflation omitted for brevity

         this.addButton.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() {
            public void onClick(View v) {
                try {
                    int result = service.add(
                      Integer.parseInt(inputa.getText().toString()),
                      Integer.parseInt(inputb.getText().toString()));
                    output.setText(String.valueOf(result));
                } catch (DeadObjectException e) {
                    Log.e("ActivityExample", "error", e);
                } catch (RemoteException e) {
                    Log.e("ActivityExample", "error", e);
                }
            }
        });

        . . . subtractButton, similar to addButton, omitted for brevity
    }

    @Override
    public void onStart() {
        super.onStart();

Listing 4.9 Binding to a Service within an Activity 

Define remote interface type variableB

DInclude
ServiceConnection

implementation
C Define bound state boolean

React to onServiceConnected callbackE

FEstablish remote interface type

GReact to onServiceDisconnected callback

H
Use remote object

for operations
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        if (!bound) {
            this.bindService(
                    new Intent(ActivityExample.this,
                        SimpleMathService.class), 
                    connection,
                    Context.BIND_AUTO_CREATE);
        }
    }

    @Override
    public void onPause() {
        super.onPause();
        if (bound) {
            bound = false;
            this.unbindService(connection);
        }
    }
}

In order to use the remotable ISimpleMathService we defined in AIDL, we declare a
variable of the generated Java interface type B. Along with this service variable, we
include a boolean to keep track of the current state of the binding C. 

 We next see the ServiceConnection object D, which is essential to the binding
process. This object is used with Context methods to bind and unbind. When a Ser-
vice is bound, the onServiceConnected callback is fired E. Within this callback the
remote IBinder reference is returned and can be assigned to the remotable type F.
After the connection-related callback there is a similar onServiceDisconnected call-
back that is fired when a Service is unbound G. 

 Once the connection is established and the remote IBinder is in place, it can be
used to perform the operations it defines H. Here we are using the add, subtract,
and echo methods we created in AIDL in listing 4.7. 

 With this class we see the Activity lifecycle methods that are now familiar. In
onStart we establish the binding using bindService I, and in onPause we use
unbindService J. A Service that is bound but not started can itself be cleaned up by
the system to free up resources. If we don’t unbind these, resources might unnecessar-
ily hang around. 

 A Service, as you have seen and will learn more about next, is invoked using
an Intent. Here again, explicit or implicit Intent invocation can be used. Signifi-
cantly, any application (with the correct permissions) can call into a Service and
bind to it, returning the IBinder to perform operations—it need not be an Activ-
ity in the same application as the Service (this is how applications in different pro-
cesses communicate). 

 That brings us to the difference between starting a Service and binding to one
and what the implications are for each usage. 

4.4.4 Starting versus binding 

Again, Services serve two purposes in Android, and you can use them as you have
now seen in two corresponding ways:

Perform bindingI

Perform unbindingJ
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■ Starting—Context.startService(Intent service, Bundle b)
■ Binding—Context.bindService(Intent service, ServiceConnection c, int

flag)

Starting a Service tells the platform to launch it in the background and keep it run-
ning, without any particular connection to any other Activity or application. We
used the WeatherReportService in this manner to run in the background and issue
severe weather alerts. 

 Binding to a Service, as we did with our sample SimpleMathService, is how you
get a handle to a remote object and call methods defined there from an Activity. As
we have discussed, because every Android application is running in its own process,
using a bound Service (which returns an IBinder through ServiceConnection) is
how you pass data between processes. 

 Marshaling and unmarshaling remotable objects across process boundaries is fairly
complicated. This is the reason the AIDL process has so many moving parts. Fortu-
nately you don’t generally have to deal with all of the internals; you can instead stick
to a simple recipe that will enable you to create and use remotable objects: 

1 Define your interface using AIDL, in the form of an [INTERFACE_NAME].aidl
file; see listing 4.7.

2 Generate a Java interface for your .aidl file (automatic in Eclipse).
3 Extend from the generated [INTERFACE_NAME].Stub class and implement your

interface methods; see listing 4.8.
4 Expose your interface to clients through a Service and the Service

onBind(Intent i) method; see listing 4.8.
5 Bind to your Service with a ServiceConnection to get a handle to the remot-

able object, and use it; see listing 4.9.

Another important aspect of the Service concept to be aware of, and one that is
affected by whether or not a Service is bound or started or both, is the lifecycle. 

4.4.5 Service lifecycle

Along with overall application lifecycle that we introduced in chapter 2 and the
Activity lifecycle that we discussed in detail in chapter 3, services also have their own
well-defined process phases. Which parts of the Service lifecycle are invoked is
affected by how the Service is being used: started, bound, or both.
SERVICE-STARTED LIFECYCLE

If a Service is started by Context.startService(Intent service, Bundle b), as
shown in listing 4.5, it runs in the background whether or not anything is bound to it.
In this case, if it is needed, the Service onCreate() method will be called, and then
the onStart(int id, Bundle args) method will be called. If a Service is started
more than once, the onStart(int id, Bundle args) method will be called multiple
times, but additional instances of the Service will not be created (still needs only one
stop call). 
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 The Service will continue to run in the background until it is explicitly stopped by
the Context.stopService() method or its own stopSelf() method. You should also
keep in mind that the platform may kill services if resources are running low, so your
application needs to be able to react accordingly (restart a service automatically, func-
tion without it, and the like).
SERVICE-BOUND LIFECYCLE

If a Service is bound by an Activity calling Context.bindService(Intent service,
ServiceConnection connection, int flags), as shown in listing 4.9, it will run as
long as the connection is established. An Activity establishes the connection using
the Context and is responsible for closing it as well.

 When a Service is only bound in this manner and not also started, its onCreate()
method is invoked, but onStart(int id, Bundle args) is not used. In these cases the
Service is eligible to be stopped and cleaned up by the platform when no longer bound.
SERVICE-STARTED AND -BOUND LIFECYCLE

If a Service is both started and bound, which is allowable, it will basically keep run-
ning in the background, similarly to the started lifecycle. The only real difference is
the lifecycle itself. Because of the starting and binding, both onStart(int id, Bundle
args) and onCreate() will be called.
CLEANING UP WHEN A SERVICE STOPS

When a Service is stopped, either explicitly after having been started or implicitly
when there are no more bound connections (and it was not started), the onDestroy()
method is invoked. Inside onDestroy() every Service should perform final cleanup,
stopping any spawned threads and the like. 

 Now that we have shown how a Service is implemented, how one can be used
both in terms of starting and binding, and what the lifecycle looks like, we need to
take a closer look at details of remotable data types when using Android IPC and IDL. 

4.4.6 Binder and Parcelable

The IBinder interface is the base of the remoting protocol in Android. As you have
seen, you don’t implement this interface directly; rather you typically use AIDL to gen-
erate an interface that contains a Stub Binder implementation.

 The key to the IBinder and Binder–enabling IPC, once the interfaces are defined
and implemented, is the IBinder.transact() method and corresponding Binder.
onTransact() method. Though you don’t typically work with these internal methods
directly, they are the backbone of the remoting process. Each method you define
using AIDL is handled synchronously through the transaction process (enabling the
same semantics as if the method were local). 

 All of the objects you pass in and out, through the interface methods you define
using AIDL, use the transact process. These objects must be Parcelable in order to be
able to be placed inside a Parcel and moved across the local/remote process barrier
in the Binder transaction methods. 

 The only time you need to worry about something being Parcelable is when you
want to send a custom object through Android IPC. If you use the default allowable
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types in your interface definition files—primitives, String, CharSequence, List, and
Map—everything is automatically handled. If you need to use something beyond those,
only then do you need to implement Parcelable. 

 The Android documentation describes what methods you need to implement to
create a Parcelable class. The only tricky part of doing this is remembering to create
an .aidl file for each Parcelable interface. These .aidl files are different from those
you use to define Binder classes themselves; for these you need to remember not to
generate from the aidl tool. Trying to use the aidl tool won’t work, and it isn’t
intended to work. The documentation states these files are used “like a header in C,”
and so they are not intended to be processed by the aidl tool. 

 Also, when considering creation of your own Parcelable types, make sure you
really need them. Passing complex objects across the IPC boundary in an embedded
environment is an expensive operation and should be avoided if possible (not to men-
tion that manually creating these types is fairly tedious). 

 Rounding out our IPC discussion with a quick overview of Parcelable completes
our tour of Android Intent and Service usage.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter we covered a broad swath of Android territory. We first focused on the
Intent abstraction, defining what intents are, how they are resolved using Intent-
Filter objects, and what some built-in platform-provided Intent handlers are. We
also addressed explicit Intent invocation versus implicit Intent invocation and the
reasons you might choose one type over another. In that discussion we completed the
RestaurantFinder sample application. 

 After we covered the basics of Intent classes, we moved on to a new sample appli-
cation, WeatherReporter. Within the scope of this application, we explored the con-
cept of a BroadcastReceiver and an Android Service. We used the receiver to start
the Service, and we designed the Service to send notification alerts for severe
weather events. Along with Service implementation details we covered the difference
between starting and binding services and the moving parts behind the Android IPC
system, which uses the Android IDL process. 

 Through looking at all these components in several complete examples, you
should now have a good idea of the basic foundation of these concepts. In the next
chapter we will build on this foundation a bit further by looking at the various means
Android provides to retrieve and store data, including using preferences, the file sys-
tem, databases, and creating a ContentProvider.
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